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Straight to the source with CLSA
When industry innovations change as quickly as they are created, your
ability to respond could mean the difference between success and failure. In
this volatile environment, why rely entirely on broker research when you can
tap into unfiltered, unbiased primary research?
CLSA U® is a value-added executive education programme created to
allow you to gain firsthand information and draw your own
conclusions and make better informed investment decisions.
CLSA U® offers tailored courses on a broad range of macro themes with a
special focus on technology and telecoms. The format ensures you learn as
we do and obtain firsthand information about prospects and trends in
industries and sectors that underline the companies in your portfolio.
You will interact and learn from the trailblazers at the centre of
today’s fastest moving industries - experts, engineers and scientists
who design, implement and shape the new technologies today,
which impact the market tomorrow.
CLSA U® is not a one-off event. It is an ongoing education programme
restricted to CLSA’s top clients. The syllabus will constantly evolve to meet
your needs and help you debunk the latest technologies, investment styles
and industry trends that affect the markets and sectors you invest in.
For more details, please email clsau@clsa.com or log on to www.clsau.com

Nandani Lynton
Nandani Lynton works on developing effective leadership in global business and
governmental organizations. Focused on the intersections of emerging markets with
one another and with mature markets, her research includes mapping the impact of
Asian leadership on Europe and Africa, using diversity to raise top executive team
performance in global organizations and understanding the values of the upcoming
generation of leaders – Generation Y in China, Europe, South Africa and Chile.
Lynton’s expertise developed through work in 45 countries. With an MA and PhD in
Cultural Anthropology from Cornell University, she worked in the US and Germany
before moving to China in 1993 and founding Lynton John Associates, an organizational
consulting firm. In 2004, she joined Thunderbird School of Global Management as Vice
President China before joining the China Europe International Business School (CEIBS)
faculty in Shanghai in 2008, where she leads executive programmes with industry and
government.
Widely published, Lynton writes for journals such as Harvard Business Review and
Organizational Dynamics, for Knowledge@Wharton, and has a column on Asia for
Bloomberg Businessweek. She is a member of the Council of Senior Advisors of the
FrED Forum, is a thought leader for Criticaleye, and an advisor to Uplift-Aufwind, a
social development NGO in Central Asia. Lynton is also a regarded public speaker.
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Foreword
China’s workforce has changed, and investors need to understand the impact
this is having on Chinese companies. The behaviour of the next generation
seems misaligned from the perspective of managers and marketers. But who
bears the responsibility to change?
Generation-Y, born in the 1980s, makes up 41% of China’s workforce and is a
group larger than Brazil’s entire population. And it is not only big, but very
different from previous generations: working long hours for low wages under
strictly hierarchical conditions is no longer an option. Companies will adapt to
Gen-Y or lose staff and customers.
In this CLSA U report, Nandani Lynton explains what motivates China’s young
workers and provides investors with a checklist for evaluating how companies
are handling the process of attracting, developing and retaining Gen-Y
employees and preparing for the next generation of managers.
Based on extensive experience in China and detailed survey results, Lynton’s
findings will surprise. Gen-Y may be entrepreneurial tech-savvy, but more
than a third hope to work for stolid state-owned enterprises, while only 11%
aspires to work in a private company. What does this say for the future of
family-run private firms hoping to move to professional management?
When asked what they value most, 98% of Gen-Y respondents say family, a
much higher share than for the previous generation. What impact will this
have on SOEs hoping to persuade Gen-Y managers to work long hours or
leave home and run their overseas operations?
Gen-Y workers question hierarchical relationships at the office, asking why
they should respect a boss; it’s a new challenge for older managers.
This report will be a valuable resource for investors trying to understand how
Chinese companies, whether a traditional SOE or a Tencent, will manage
change where the average staff age is 26.

Andy Rothman
China Macro Strategist
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Ain’t misbehaving
Gen-Y will change
organisations

They ain’t misbehaving - but China’s Generation-Y, its self-named generation
of “ants”, has a new approach to the world, which managers and
marketers.need to understood. The Chinese economic miracle was built on
the backs of young workers and today these upwardly mobile ants are
changing their behaviour. Gen-Y, born in the 1980s, comprises a massive 220
million individuals. It has different expectations and is disregarding many of
the basic tenets that made China the world’s second-largest economy. How
can organisations adapt to Gen-Y and retain their productivity and revenue?
The ants are the first in China to seriously doubt the value of hierarchy. They
question authority and make demands that pose unfamiliar challenges for
older managers. Yet with society ageing and needing to retain Gen-Y’s talent,
companies simply must change. Over the next decade, Gen-Y will take on
more responsibility in official, corporate and entrepreneurial roles. Which
Chinese companies are likely to adjust to attract, develop and retain young
workers; and which will benefit from their new spending patterns?

Running out of labour or
workers getting pickier?

China’s Gen-Y is the first born under a one-child policy and liberalised
economy. It is accustomed to easy access to material goods and information
and - unlike in the USA or India, where Gen-Y is a population bulge - this is
China’s smallest generation since the PRC’s foundation. It will work hard to
attain its dreams and is making clear choices about the path to success. But
unlike its elders, Gen-Y is not willing to chi ku or eat bitterness. It can make
other choices. Strikes and demands by Gen-Y workers, such as at Foxconn
and Honda in early 2010, are early signs of change; seven out of 10 workers
aged 25-29 left their employers in 2010.
Despite differing market behaviour, Gen-Y maintains most core traditional
Chinese values, with family taking top priority. This means that, while
engrossed in careers, these young people feel guilty about not taking enough
care of their retiring parents. Saving and spending patterns reflect a
willingness to buy almost anything to relieve that guilt: insurance for old-age
medical and home care, luxurious homes for the elderly, package tours and
real estate aimed at retirees and health-related gift items are likely targets
for Gen-Y pocketbooks.

Gen-Y changing
spend/saving patterns

At the same time, Gen-Y will not curb its own consumption. Overwhelmingly
this generation wants travel, not only on package tours but increasingly on
adventurous excursions: skiing in Europe and going on safari in Africa. This
group also spends money on homes with young men buying real estate as
part of the package for attracting a good wife. As CLSA’s 2011 Contrasting
spirits report showed, 43% of Chinese families polled plan to spend more on
travel in the next year and 14% will take a holiday abroad. China’s Gen-Y will
provide serious growth for the luxury segment, while demanding higher
quality of goods and services across the board. This generation wants the real
thing: fakes are not authentic and can even be dangerous, think of the recent
milk scandals. It will pay for quality and reliability.

In-depth survey of almost
300 Gen-Y Chinese

This report is based on original in-depth interviews and surveys of almost 300
Gen-Y Chinese living in Beijing and Shanghai. It focuses on educated
urbanites but also refers to trends in second- and third-tier cities. It examines
what the generation values, what motivates its cohorts and what it expect
from its careers and lives and so identifies key impacts Gen-Y will have on
organisations in China.

12 May 2011
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Ants ain’t misbehaving
Ain't misbehavin’ is a song written by Thomas “Fatt's” Waller, a popular jazz
artist of the 1920s, a period of momentous and sometimes shocking cultural
change in the history of the United States. We believe there is resonance in
today’s China, but note that it has done nothing to weaken the nationalism
felt by each country's younger generation. (See also page 8: The ants.)
China’s transformation from crippled economy to the world’s second largest is
a dramatic story for the history books. But it’s also the matter-of-fact
backdrop for a day in the life of anyone 30 years old or younger. If you were
born in 1980 you saw your world improve on almost a daily basis. Talk of
declining returns for American youth already began in the 1990s with
Generation X; it was pegged as the first generation that could fail to exceed
the income levels of its parents. Education and earning potential increased
sequentially with each successive generation before that. Suddenly, in the
midst of an early 1990s recession, the outlook turned a bit bleak. Since the
global financial crisis, America’s youth again faces a challenge of diminished
opportunity.
The case is entirely reversed in China. Even with a global shock, China’s
economy grew at a world-leading pace. The likelihood that children will
surpass their parents earning potential is a foregone conclusion. Twenty years
ago, links between cities were mostly minor roads, now super highways and a
growing portfolio of high-speed rail spur on internal trade. Skyscrapers and
luxury apartments sprung from 20th Century rubble, emblematic of the
opportunity laid at the feet of China’s up-and-coming generation.
The pedal power that once characterised China is almost entirely forgotten.
Motorcycles, minivans and luxury cars now crowd the streets. But for all its
newfound affluence and high expectations, China's Generation-Y is "saving its
love" for the Motherland, as partly expressed in its aspirations to work in
state owned enterprises. This is a generation with a strong belief in China’s
prominence, potential and traditions. Its base-case for interpreting the world
differs significantly from its elders because for them, it is a different world. In
this report we seek to understand how the generations labour and loves will
drive markets and influence corporate structure. They ain’t misbehaving.
They just behave differently.
No one to talk with, all by myself
No one to walk with, but I'm happy on the shelf
Ain't misbehavin', I'm savin' my love for you.
I know for certain the one you love
I'm through with flirtin', it's just you I'm thinkin' of
Ain't misbehavin', I'm savin' my love for you.
Like Jack Horner in the corner
don't go nowhere, what do I care
Your kisses are worth waitin' for . . . Believe me.
I don't stay out late, don't care to go
I'm home about eight, just me and my radio
Ain't misbehavin', I'm savin' my love for you.
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Issues for organisations
Why is this urgent?

Understanding Gen-Y is important because it makes up 41% of China's
workforce and includes approximately 220 million individuals.
As demonstrated in the Middle East, the so-called ‘Facebook generation’ has
developed a set of skills and approaches that takes its elders by surprise.
China’s Gen-Y is even more connected than global peers, spending more time
chatting online, instant messageing, social networking, e-shopping and so on
than Gen-Y in other countries. By the end of 2010, the total number of China
internet users reached 457 million, an increase of 73 million since 2009. The
high connectivity of Gen-Y and the ’90s generation is one reason the Chinese
government pays attention to internet usage.

Highly connected means
concerted action

Gen-Y connectivity by net and cell phone has implications for business. The
Foxconn strikes, led by Gen-Y, were organised internally but word spread
through the web and so did the methods and demands. Likewise, young
workers know how their peers are treated and paid in other companies and
parts of the country; they vote with their feet, leaving many south China
factories without staff.

Innovation demands
an environment for
creative thinking

The government is pushing China to focus on innovation, incentivising
organisations that build R&D centres in China, recognising institutions that
produce patents and supporting moves towards higher value-added business
models. All this needs creative thinking and that in turn needs environments
that encourage questioning, acceptance of mistakes and cognitive diversity.
China is not inherently good at any of these, but Gen-Y is more open, more
questioning and more willing to be different than the generations before.
Organisations establishing cultures of encouragement and openness, training
older management to provide support for Gen-Y rather than hindrance, will be
winners in the innovation game.

The first generation of
only-children

China implemented its one-child policy in 1979, so Gen-Y is the first
generation of single children, bearing both the attention and responsibility for
two parents and four grandparents on a single set of shoulders. The one-child
policy has affected Chinese demography, producing a tree shaped population
structure rather than the natural pyramid. Generation Y now constitutes 41%
of China's working-age population, with a vast ageing population above it and
fewer children below (US Census Bureau, 2010).

Chinese are different from
global Gen-Y

Globally, Gen-Y most commonly refers to the demographic cohort born
between 1975 and 1995. Members of this cohort are generally assumed to
rely on new media and digital technology, have short attention spans and
demand entertaining and fast-paced information. They are also assumed to
be self-centred, demanding and hard to integrate into teams. While these
characteristics also apply in China, one must beware of assuming the
generations are comparable across national and cultural boundaries. In much
of the west, for instance, one speaks of Baby Boomers, Gen-X and Gen-Y
meaning more or less standard birthdates. In China, Japan and South Korea,
however, during the same time span of 1940-2000, one has respectively six,
six and four generational groups, all defined differently and with different
names and birth periods. It would be a vast oversimplification to assume that
Gen-Y in China is equivalent to Gen-Y in the USA or Germany or even South
Korea, despite sharing traits such as high connectivity via social networking
sites. Employers seeking to understand how to best attract, retain and
manage young talent ignore these differences at their peril.

12 May 2011
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Ants ain’t misbehaving

We focus on China’s 80s
generation with the
global term Gen Y

Chinese refer to generations by decades and they see the post-1980
generation as clearly distinct from the post-1990 group. Mary Bergstrom,
whose firm researches consumer behaviour among Chinese youth, says the
‘concepts of ‘80s and ‘90s are so widely accepted that the generations have
been branded and productised - think TV shows and t-shirts. This report
focuses on those born in the 1980s but uses the global term Gen-Y.

Figure 1

Population structure in China 1950-2050 (in millions)
1950

2000

2050

Source: UNPD
Figure 2

Generational naming conventions
Birthdates
China

1950s
50s
Lost Generation

Japan

1st Baby
Danso
Boomer
Generation
(1946-50)
50’s
68ers Postwar
Generation (1945-55)

Germany

France
USA

1960s
60s
Lost Generation
Shinjinrui
Generation

1970s
70s
Asia’s Boomers
2nd Baby Boomer
(1971-75)

Prosperity’s Children
Wohlstand’s Kinder
(1960-68)

Unnamed

Baby Boomers
(1942-67)
Baby Boomers
(1943-1964)

Gen-X
(1968-78)
Gen-X
(1965-1980)

1980s
1990s
80s
90s
The Little Emperors
Jellies
PostBubble
Shinjinrui
(1976-87)
Junior
(1986-1995)
‘Generation Internship’ ‘Digitals’
(1983-1999)
Echo Boomers
(1979-90)
Gen-Y
(1981-2000)

Yutori
(1987-2002)

Gen-Y

Source: Lynton Research 2010; CLSA Asia-Pacific Markets

The ants

In 1999, China produced one million college
graduates, whose degrees were tickets to a good
career. By 2010, policy changes and increases in
enrolment boosted the number of graduates to
almost 6.5 million, producing an overeducated and
underemployed pool of youth, who bring their
aspirations to urban centres like Beijing and
Shanghai.
In 2009, Professor Lian Si wrote a bestseller about
these graduates entitled “Ant-Tribe,” referring to
their industriousness as well as their crowded living
conditions. The epithet “Ants” was quickly adopted
and gained currency for Gen-Y as a whole. On
publishing the sequel, “Ant Tribe II: Whose Era Is
It?,” in December 2010, Lian Si said “I think ‘anttribe’ is a very inclusive term. Every young person
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who is working hard with the hope of reaching their
goals is in a sense a member of the ant tribe.”
At the same time, many ants who move from rural
areas to first tier cities are in low-paid jobs, yet
generationally they are among the most privileged in
China's history. Born after Deng Xiaoping began the
economic reforms, they have only known ever-rising
prosperity and increasing consumerism. At the same
time, as single children, they have sole responsibility
for their parents and grandparents and many seek out
urban centres to raise the family’s social status.
Educated, connected, and often underemployed, this
group is potentially disruptive if the system does not
work to better match education and aspirations to the
realities of the job market.
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Impatient like global
peers but focused

Figure 3

Urban Chinese and global Gen-Y
Similarities
 High expectations of life
 Impatient, multi-tasking
 Emphasise work/life balance
 Want a mentor
 Judge employer on social responsibility
High use of technology, (Chinese spend
more time on-line than other countries,
QQ etc)

Differences
 Very smart, highly educated
 Impatient with words
 Hypersensitive
 Good at focusing
 Hungry for real role models
 Ready to work hard
 Holding onto traditional values
Except Hierarchy

Source: Lynton Research 2010; CLSA Asia-Pacific Markets

Battle for talent

There are varied signs of the shortage of young Chinese in the workforce. In
March 2009, Vice-President Xi Jinping said that promoting young people is ‘of
great importance for the lasting stability of the party and the state.’ In May
and June 2010, an unprecedented wave of strikes in factories in South China
attracted international attention and was widely seen as a sign of
generational change. Gen-Y workers, dominant in the strikes at Foxconn and
Honda, no longer exhibited the previous generations’ willingness to accept
deprivation. Instead they believe they are due a comfortable urban life and
resent the low wages that keep them from that goal. Since 2007
manufacturers in Guangzhou have complained about a serous lack of workers
despite a willingness to broaden hiring criteria. Service industries in cities are
complaining; it’s difficult for restaurants to find waitresses and hotels cannot
fill lower positions, because even rural Gen-Y migrants want better pay and
higher status. The general manager of a well-run and highly automated
manufacturing company in Shanghai reported having to raise wages by 50%
in 2010.

Not enough Gen Y to
replace retiring workforce

Organisations of all types and sectors are faced with the fact that there are not
enough educated members of Gen-Y to take over jobs as the older generation
retires. Reports of college graduates unable to find employment forget that
universities and other institutions of higher learning in China enrolled 6.4
million new students last year, compared to 5.7 million in 2007 and just 2.2
million in 2000. As this bulge of graduates gain some experience and especially
as masses of senior staff retire, Gen-Y will be in great demand. Among
multinationals, according to a McKinsey Global Survey in late 2010, 44% are
looking for new talent in emerging markets. Therefore, all organisations
whether political, business or social are competing for talent; issues of
attracting, training, retaining and above all manageing Gen-Y are crucial.

Different enterprise forms
have different issues

Numerous surveys of thousands of new university graduates across China
report similar patters of preferred employment among Gen-Y: about 36%
want to work in a State Owned Enterprise (SOE), 15-16% prefer a
multinational and 11% choose private companies. About 21.5% want to work
in civil service or other public sector organisations, while the remainder do
further study, open their own business or take a rest. One in four graduates
takes the national Civil Service Exam, which is the gateway to a government
job, although in recent years the hiring rate from exam takers is well under
2%. Jobs in government and SOEs are seen as secure though sometimes
boring. Private enterprises and multinationals seem more interesting but
mean higher demands and longer hours. SOEs hire more men, private
enterprises more women. Different forms of business enterprises each have
their own particular concerns about the new generation.

12 May 2011
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According to the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS), China saw an 81.4
percent rise in the number of private enterprises from 2004 to 2008, partially
reflecting the younger generation’s entrepreneurialism. However, older
private and listed enterprises and all forms of family owned businesses are
currently confronted with the problem of succession. Often the one available
child is not able or willing to take on the enterprise. Given the Chinese
tendency to trust only those in the family, this creates problems around how
to move to a professional management model.
The Chinese have a saying ‘from slippers to slippers in three generations’,
meaning that the first generation works hard to build a business, the second
maintains and solidifies it and the third fritters away the wealth. This is
frequently discussed among entrepreneurs today as many private enterprises
are entering the third generation. Many business owners are debating
whether they should follow the model of Bill Gates and give away much of
their wealth, showing the seriousness of the worry.
Even large companies face a transition crisis; in October 2010 successionbattle rumours were rife at telecommunications giant Huawei, claiming the
president, Ren Zhengfei, was preparing his son, Ren Ping, to take the role of
Chairman.

SOEs are hierarchical
and need expat Chinese
for globalising

According to a MYCOS-Tencent survey of graduates, private companies tap
into a larger pool by hiring young women, while SOEs still tend to hire males.
State owned enterprises remain high on the wish list of graduating Gen-Y.
Given the demographics, SOEs are engaged in the same competition for
talent and they hire 31% of young male graduates and 17% of female
graduates. But dealing with the increasing unwillingness of this generation to
accept hierarchical structures may well become an issue.

A tale of two generations

The 2009 popular film 白銀帝國, or Empire of Silver, is a
financial drama about the family-controlled banks in
Shanxi that used to be China’s Wall Street. The subdrama is a story about how China’s Gen-Y holds
different values than older generations and the ways
this is changing the workplace.
Gen-Y taking over management with new values
The movie takes place in China, 1899. Under the ruling
Qing dynasty, China’s financial empire is in the hands
of family-owned and guild-based banks in Shanxi. The
Kang family moves much of the empire’s silver. Lord
Kang, a Machiavellian CEO, needs an heir for the family
banking business as his preferred sons have all met
with misfortune.
The circumstance forces Master Kang to train Third
Master, considered lazy, pleasure loving and egotistical
to lead the bank. Suddenly he is included in running the
business and sees his father as a ruthless businessman,
teaching him to rule through fear and humiliation.
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Doing business is conducting oneself properly
Against a background of reintroducing paper money
and the nationalist revolution, Third Master asserts his
identity when he takes over the business but rejects his
father’s influence. He says: ‘Doing business is just
conducting oneself properly,’ restating Confucian
morality and refuting his father’s leadership by
manipulation and authority. Third Master manages his
business by rewarding honesty and commitment and
working from a more equal mode of leadership.
The love story of the film also reflects the old and new
morality. Despite Third Master being in love with his
youngest stepmother, when forced to choose between a
new life together in America or sacrificing their own
happiness to maintain the family and the family
company, both young people choose the sacrifice.
Like Kang’s heir, people in Gen-Y have high material
aspirations but they will make sacrifices for a good
purpose and they are forcing organisations to change.

12 May 2011
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Many in Gen-Y find SOEs attractive because there’s no foreign/Chinese split at
the top. However, their creativity is often stifled by strict structures based on
seniority and networks. In the past decade, companies such as Lenovo and
CNPC headhunted hi-potential Gen-X employees away from top multinationals
but these workers became frustrated that they could not implement the
knowledge and experience for which they were hired. Gen-Y would be even
less patient.
Gen-Y prefers to stay in
China than go overseas

In addition, as larger SOEs become global, they are faced with a situation in
which it will be difficult to find good Chinese to send as expatriates to run
their overseas operations. Chinese Gen-Y are increasingly unwilling to take
their career abroad, as they might miss out on opportunities in the fast-paced
China market; they also worry about becoming marginal to their networks.

Multinationals are not the
first choice for Gen-Y

Multinationals are considered good employers but lose out after employees
are developed because the glass ceiling remains a major concern. Despite 20
years of talking about management localisation, and in many cases pushing
this through in their China operations, there are still virtually no Chinese in
the top executive pool or boards of non-Chinese multinationals. This is in
contrast to India, for example. Young Chinese are aware of this and most
prefer to build their careers in Chinese enterprises.
Gallup’s 2007 poll shows that only 20% of youth in Tier-1 cities want to work
for a foreign company and a poll in Shanghai showed that 39% want to join
foreign firms but that is a 10% drop from 2009. However, research suggests
that Gen-Y is still interested in overseas experience, which could best be
offered through multinationals in the form of secondment for a fixed time
period that would not harm the family. Given their desire for better character
and skills, offering Gen-Y workers an opportunity to widen their experience,
develop language and intercultural skills through overseas work should be
attractive.

China’s Gen-Y wants to
own businesses

Current research, and Gallup’s 2007 survey, shows Gen-Y is more
entrepreneurial than its elders. In the first tier cities, about 40% are actively
planning their own businesses. Gen-Y is self-confident and believes the risk of
entrepreneurship may lead to great returns – fitting their high materialist
aspirations. Disliking hierarchy adds to the attraction of being their own boss.
Even the Communist Party is bringing young entrepreneurs into its fold
because they realise how important they are to the economy and as
influential parts of the population.
Enterprises need to encompass and enable this highly entrepreneurial spirit
while somehow keeping Gen-Y in the organisation. Giving them positions that
allow self-determination within a clear framework is a better alternative than
insisting on tight guidance by superiors.

Common organizational
dilemmas with Gen-Y

12

Common issues that employers raise about their young staff:


‘How do we get good results from someone who won't do what we say?’



‘How do we win their loyalty? Why don't they trust us?’



‘Why don’t they respect their superiors? They question everything and
everyone!’



‘How do we get them to put the work back in work-life balance?’

www.clsau.com
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‘They only talk with peers, even changing jobs just to work with friends.’



‘How do we know what they are doing and what information they are
sharing when they are always on sms, QQ, IMS and other sites at the
same time they are supposed to be working? If we ban these, they quit.’



‘They want so much support and feedback but then they don’t want to be
told how to do something.’

The main challenge for organisations is how to engage Gen-Y workers in a
way that retains them, uses their creativity and entrepreneurial energy and
brings results.
Older managers do not
want to adapt

This is all the more difficult because most Chinese managers of Chinese GenY do not see why they should adapt; after all, when they were young, their
boss did not adapt to them. But recent surveys show that 60% of Chinese
employees see their bosses as ‘order-issuing lovers’ and only 5% are positive
about their manager. This contrasts frighteningly with bosses’ self-appraisals:
82% consider themselves good managers having good relations with
employees. In particular, bosses say they should not adapt too much to Gen-Y
employees, who they see as fairly undisciplined. Organisations that ignore
new ways of working with Gen-Y will lose out on talent.

Research on what
motivates Gen Y

Organisation’s experience is this generation makes different demands and
needs to be motivated in new ways. This report is based on research
designed to understand how to best motivate and manage Gen-Y, to
understand what Gen-Y values and what employees expect from their careers
and their lives. The data is based on in-depth interviews and surveys of
almost 300 Gen-Y Chinese living in Beijing and Shanghai, of whom 69% are
male, 31% female. When we interviewed them, 66% were employed by a
variety of organisations from multinationals to private Chinese companies to
SOEs and government and 31% were MBA students with about 3 years of
work experience. These are all urban, well-educated young professionals.

12 May 2011
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Defining Gen-Y
Grew up in perpetually
rising prosperity

Born between 1980 and 1990, Gen-Y grew up during China’s boom and has
experienced economic growth, increasing levels of material well being and
expanding personal freedom its whole collective life. Since Gen-Y’s birth,
starting in 1980, China has shown average double-digit growth, lifted millions
of people out of poverty and amassed foreign reserves of close to US$2.5tn.
During this period China’s GDP per person grew from US$192 to US$2,034.
The developing private sector and increasing investment by foreign
enterprises meant that Gen-Y grew up amidst rising consumer choice, both in
products and careers. The well educated are sought-after employees for both
local organisations and multinational corporations. Despite continuation of a
one-party system and strict regulations around issues such as censorship,
Gen-Y has experienced the government primarily as enabling economic
growth, increasing freedom of where to live, easing passport restrictions,
boosting foreign currency availability for travel and gaining respect for the
nation on the world stage.
China’s economic success is unprecedented but has a price. Gen-Y rightly
worries about growing inequality in income, particularly between rural and
urban areas and about pollution. On its website today, the World Bank states
that pollution has reached such levels that China now houses 20 of the
world’s 30 most polluted cities. Gen-Y is notably involved in international
events such as the UN Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen in 2009,
yet China has surpassed the US as the globe’s largest energy consumer.

Children are precious

When Gen-Y was small, in major cities many families spent 50% of the family
income on their one child. Since both men and women in China expect to be
employed, this means that one parent’s total income went to paying for good,
often bi-lingual, kindergarten and schools, along with the usual expenses of
child rearing. So the traditional Chinese emphasis on education was even
stronger for Gen-Y. As only children, they bore a burden of fulfilling all family
expectations and were typically pushed to focus on studying to the exclusion
of other activities.
‘Growing Pains’ was the most popular American series shown in China in
the late 1980’s. For us single-child generation, for the first time we could
witness a family with brothers and sisters. Besides, their parents seemed
to be so open and we envied the democracy in their family. For my
generation, most of time we were still required to be obedient to elders.
Families will sit down and listen to you when a problem occurs… that was
such a fantasy for us, the young audience.’
Xiao Yan, born 1981, academic research assistant

Little geniuses

In urban China, Gen-Y is a group of exceptionally talented people. No other
generation in Chinese history has received such high-quality education for so
many people. According to studies, such as those by Poston and Falbo of the
Guttmacher Institute in 1990, China’s solo children perform significantly
better academically than peers with siblings.
These single children have grown up in traditional extended families, under
pressure since kindergarten to pass entrance exams. In articles for
Businessweek.com in 2010, Lynton and Thøgersen show that a combination
of memorising characters, which has been shown to encourage IQ
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development, and the fact that the child’s educational performance was a top
priority for six adults (two parents and four grandparents) means Gen-Y was
generously stimulated throughout childhood; they are more intelligent, better
educated and also often more hypersensitive than most other demographic
groups.
At the same time, Chinese Gen-Y feel constrained by schools and families and
value the opportunity to enjoy freedom of expression at work. The
demographic situation has made understanding what motivates Gen-Y and
how best to involve its workers in organisational structures, a matter of
importance for organisations and corporations in China and abroad.
Pop culture for Gen-Y’s
parents vs today

Figure 4

Figure 5

Youth campaign poster, Beijing, 1975

Ad for adult film, Guangdong, 2004

Source: Public domain, CLSA Asia-Pacific Markets
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Key findings
Gen-Y will take on more responsibility in Chinese society and add significant
influence. How their preferences may alter society becomes a critical question
of culture and economic development.

1. Family is important
Family is important but
not necessarily fun

Gen-Y maintains the traditional value placed on family. When asked how
important they think family is, 98% of respondents put the highest value on
family. This is a change from the older generation. CLSA’s 2005 report, Me Me
Me, on Asia’s Boomers shows only 28% of Chinese puts family as a top
priority, with 45% choosing career first. Not so for Gen-Y.
However, family is not fun: only 6.5% of respondents choose family members
as friends and only 26% say family makes them happy. Gen-Y feels keenly
responsible both for the nuclear family and grandparents, even for aunts and
uncles. They feel responsible despite the fact that there is little personal
communication; most say they cannot ask about details of family history or
discuss personal subjects with their elders. The traditional cultural of
sacrificing for the family good, building the family reputation and caring for
the elderly seems to make family more of a burden and less of a pleasure.
Impact: spending on parents, elderly care, family vacations.
Figure 6

What’s really important to
you? (three choices only)
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Source: Lynton Research 2010; CLSA Asia-Pacific Markets

2. High expectations, high commitment
Success makes me happy

Gen-Y has overreaching career and material aspirations that make older
generations roll their eyes. But this research shows that they are willing to
work hard for success. Asked ‘What makes you happy?’, the top answer was
‘Achievement’ with ‘family’ coming second. Despite media views of Gen-Y
youth as slackers needing to put the work back into work-life balance, they
aim to achieve and are willing to work hard but they want to do it on flexitime.
Impact: Adapt ways of working; base performance reviews on results,
not hours; consider non-traditional technology-based workplaces (eg
work from home).
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Figure 7

What makes you happy?
What really excites you?
(three choices only)
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Source: Lynton Research 2010; CLSA Asia-Pacific Markets

3. Trust is horizontal
Peers are most important

Respondents clearly trust their friends above all (45%) and then parents (42%)
and other blood relations with spouses coming in fifth out of seven (22%). A
2008 survey of almost 10,000 Gen-Y workers by IBM, Universum and Egon
Zender shows that they prefer their classmates as career coaches (61%) to
family members (47%) or older schoolmates or colleagues (46%). The
traditional mentors, boss or teacher, come in at only 20%. This means a
preference for peers over those with greater experience and knowledge of the
topic. In fact, the children of successful family business owners are teaching their
parents that networking with peers, even on the internet, can produce better
results than the parents’ old-fashioned networking with government and clients.
Through the Cultural Revolution and severe competition, the older
generations learned not to trust people much, especially at work. But in the
absence of siblings, Gen-Y builds surrogate family through its friends and also
bonds with peers in the office. This explains why grievances are commonly
discussed to the point of furore among Gen-Y before older management ever
hears about a problem.
Impact: Peer marketing is key; potential customers trust other
customers; marketing via blogs, tweets, etc.
Figure 8

Who do you trust?
(three choices only)
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Source: Lynton Research 2010; CLSA Asia-Pacific Markets
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4. Change is good
Respondents believed their life is better than their parent’s by 92%. A 2007
Gallup poll showed that Chinese Gen-Y in Tier-1 cities are incredibly positive
about the next five years, with 80% in Beijing and Shanghai convinced they
will fulfil ambitious goals quickly. They also feel they need to keep up with
change; expressing one wish they have to improve their lives, 20% want a
better personality, followed closely by better career and more money.
Impact: Fickle consumers, low brand loyalty.

5. Self-perceived as different despite traditional values
Yet Gen-Y holds to most
traditional cultural values

There’s a disconnect between Gen-Y values and self-perception as being
different. Asked to identify how similar their values are to those of their
parents on a 10-point scale with 1 being no overlap and 10 being completely
the same, only 13.5% reported very little overlap (1-3); 40.4% saw some
overlap (4-6); and 46.1% reported high overlap of values (7-10). This seems
high but compared with our research on comparable groups in South Africa
and Chile, wherein 64.9% and 80.6% reported high overlap of values, China’s
46.1% is low.
This relatively extreme perceived difference between generations in China
probably reflects rapid urbanisation and faster-paced economic change in the
country. A survey by Credit Suisse First Boston showed that Gen-Y incomes
grew by 34% between 2004 and 2007, the largest increase of any age group.
Until recently, in Shanghai for example, the highest wage earning group was
25 year-olds; they mostly lived at home with their parents, who often in turn
earned a tenth of the child’s salary, never left the country and do not speak a
foreign language. Their Gen-Y child, however, is likely to speak English and
travel internationally in addition to experiencing easy access to money. This
leads to major differences in lifestyle and hence perceived values.
Impact: Market to Gen-Y as being different and special.

6. Do not unquestioningly accept the hierarchy
Different attitudes
towards authority

Gen-Y accepts hierarchic relationships at home but not at work. While
previous generations respected the boss because of position, Gen-Y wants to
know why it should respect the boss: is she an expert, is he a role-model,
have special skills, have a life outside work? Gen-Y has also seen authorities
cruelly dethroned; lauded government figures and industry heads are
exposed as corrupt, trusted companies poison infant formula, poorly built
schools collapse in earthquakes as government buildings stand firm. Gen-Y is
now cynical. They want to see action, have little patience with words and they
do not pay attention to pronouncements from above.
Impact: Gen-Y is cynical about marketing by authority. Go for peers.

7. Balance is a guiding principle.
Gen-Y works hard when
there is a clear goal

Most of Gen-Y saw its parents work long hard hours and still receive calls
from the boss at home. They watched health problems and divorce rates rise
and do not believe organisations will take care of them. So why give it your
life? Gen-Y will work hard when it sees the goal but people want a full life
outside of work too. It is striking that young men are more inspired by family
than their female peers. A need for balance is also visible in Gen-Y’s selfdescription, 46% report extremely-even personality traits while western
respondents to similar surveys describe themselves in polar terms.
Impact: In internal and external marketing, speak to aspirations.
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Beyond Tier-1 cities: Meet China’s new entrepreneurs
Outside the first tier cities, 20-somethings born in the
‘90s are setting up their own businesses not only to
make money but also to share their passions with
others, build communities and test their own abilities.
Fuelled by greater access to new ideas and being more
open to change and committed to self-expression than
to maintaining the rules of a group, this generation is
an ideal testing ground for China’s new definition of
entrepreneurship.

Easy access to online marketing and sales channels has
revolutionised the map for new ideas, allowing youth to
compete with global brands. Digitally savvy, lower-tiercity youth know how to mine consumer and competitive
information and test ideas across free or inexpensive
online channels. These young entrepreneurs are true
visionaries, serving as influencers in their peer groups and
redefining success in more traditional, close-knit
communities.

Genie, one of our favourite trend spotters, discusses her experience as an entrepreneur.
Name: Genie

Blood type: O type

Age: 21

Height: 159cm

Place of birth: Rugao, Jiangsu Province

Chinese zodiac: Horse

Current location: Nanjing, Jiangsu Province

Zodiac: Pisces

Career: university student/entrepreneur/trend spotter
Screen shooting 1:
Online Promotion Pictures in Genie Qzone
Genie created 34 albums in her Q-zone, 33 of which were the advertisement
and product pictures of the contact lens she sold. Besides, one album called
“Consumer Show” was designed to collect the photos of consumers wearing
the contact lens they bought from Genie.

Screen shooting 2:
Consumer Show profile
In the Consumer Show album, Genie uploaded the photos of consumers
wearing her products. As she said, the purpose was to create a promoting
effect and attract potential consumers, “The photos of those who bought
products from me were uploaded and used as a positive promotion. Since
most people were acquaintances, when others saw them, ‘oh, she is
using that too’. It became more persuasive.”

Screen shooting 3:
Online Product Photos in Genie Qzone
The pictures of products and relative accessories.

Genie has passion but lacks clear role models and instruction in entrepreneurship.

12 May 2011
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The Bergstrom Group: When did you start being
an entrepreneur?

TBG: How did you promote your ice cream and contact
lens ventures?

Genie: My first business was selling ice cream in the
summer, in June of last year.

G: Originally, I told my classmates if they wanted to
buy contact lenses, they could come to me. Then, other
students in my university heard about it and came to
me later. Most of my customers were acquaintances. To
find new customers, I posted to my QZONE and Renren
accounts and uploaded photos of products from
manufacturers. I didn’t need my own model. I created
an album online called ‘customer show’ where people
who bought products from me uploaded their own
photos. Because a lot of my customers were at least
acquainted with each other, when they saw each other’s
photos, it became a kind of very persuasive and
personal recommendation.

TBG: And how many businesses have you started?
G: I don’t know what kind of projects could be called
businesses really. Besides selling ice cream, I once
bought wholesale clothing from Qipu Road (a cheap
clothing district in Shanghai) and sold them to people in
my hometown.
TBG: What inspired you to try being an entrepreneur?
G: Because of my personal interests, also it’s not as
hard as working for someone else. When I started, I
was happy that I could earn some money as long I tried
and paid attention to what I was doing.
TBG: Do you know anyone running their own business?
G: Yes, there are some people but not many. For
instance, several people in my university sell contact
lenses; we buy wholesale products online. In my grade,
I am the leader but each grade has its own organisers,
we are our own competition.
Success means happiness and recognition
TBG: How do you judge whether your business is a
success or a failure?
G: It depends on customer satisfaction. Profit is
another element, but customer satisfaction is my top
priority.
TBG: What three values do you use to evaluate your
businesses?
G: Customer satisfaction, the process (if it is smooth or
has problems) and financial profit.

Location determines opportunity
TBG: Do you think there are lots of youth like you in
China?
G: I think so. I want to say there are more in Tier-1
cities though. Even though people in lower tiers have
inspirations, it is still hard for them to realise their ideas;
they lack qualifications and support. For students, doing
this kind of business is a little bit of a luxury because of
the investment you need up front. Finding sources
costs them too much energy. If you live in a big city,
opportunities and resources are more available. Youth
in bigger cities can establish stalls together to gain
scale and attract more consumers. This is almost
impossible in small cities.
TBG: Do you ever think about moving to Tier 1 to have
more access and opportunities?
G: I do but the disadvantage of developing your life in
other cities is you have to have a house there. The
housing pressure overwhelms us but if you really want
to develop there, a house is necessary.

TBG: How do you define success?

Genie’s tutoring about Chinese consumers:

G: To be honest, I do what makes me happy and what
gets others’ attention and praise.

Lesson 1: Buying a brand is entering a relationship.
Personality is key. Consumers want a face – and a clear
relationship – to go with a brand.

Combining the personal community and online
savvy for low-cost effective marketing and sales

Lesson 2: Creating communities helps consumers gain
trust that their choice is well founded, because others
have also chosen your brand.

TBG: How do you choose what you are going to sell?
G: I had a great scarf and when my friends saw it they
all liked it and asked me to help them get one. The
scarf wholesaled online for Rmb4.8 so I asked my
classmates to pay Rmb5. Eventually, everyone in my
grade had one. They thought it was fun.

Lesson 3: Being ready, willing and able to change plans
is critical for brands to adapt to changing consumer
needs and aspirations.
Lesson 4: Competition is unavoidable; dedication and
innovation are key to maintaining position.

Mary Bergstrom
Telling the story of new China
www.thebergstromgroup.com
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Figure 9
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Figure 10
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8. Purpose is important
Spirituality fills a vacuum

The most surprising result of our research is that 70% of young Chinese
consider themselves spiritual. Although most respondents do not engage in
particular spiritual practices, everyone interviewed and most of those
surveyed referred to ‘destiny’ as an important aspect of their lives. For Gen-Y,
spirituality includes a broadly Daoist-Buddhist acceptance that some things
are preordained. It also underlines their emphasis on social responsibility and
their feeling that there is more to life that material satisfaction.
The preceding generation focused on grasping new economic opportunities;
doubling one’s salary and making quick wins on the stock market were the
focus of the ‘70s generation. So from whom was Gen-Y to learn how to build a
solid career, not job hop or not share corporate IP and data bases from one’s
previous employer? They feel a vacuum and seek answers to what they feel
are ethical and philosophical questions. Especially when a need is combined
with national pride, Gen-Y can be real social activists. The Sichuan
earthquake in 2008 was a turning point in public opinion; Gen-Y threw itself
eagerly into volunteering and collecting charity money.
Impact: Emphasise post-materialist values including environmental
awareness and community.
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Mini case studies: Adapting to Gen-Y
Since Chinese enterprises differ strongly by type, this section looks at three
examples: an SOE, a private company and a multinational in order to
compare their approaches to manageing Gen-Y.

State owned enterprises
Gen-Y keeps
Shanghai moving

The Shanghai Metro system transports five million passengers a day and so is
crucial to keeping the city’s economy running. The list of potential problems is
long and stress levels are lofty. Yet 80% of Shanghai Metro staff is Gen-Y and
the company reports the happiness index is exceptionally high. The young
Metro staff is university graduates, urban and earns low salaries (in 2010 the
average entry salary was Rmb2000/M). Yet they stay with the SOE, which has
built a family atmosphere and focuses on personal recognition.
Mr. Sang, former Party Secretary of the Shanghai Metro, described the
corporate culture: ‘A family-like working environment is critical for Gen-Y. I
call each of my staff by name so they feel respected; I praise individuals in
meetings; we care about their families … My feeling is that, once you are
generous with them, they will work their best to support the company. And
“being generous” does not necessarily have to be with money.’

Figure 11

Gen-Y Runs the Shanghai Metro

Source: Lynton Research 2010; Shanghai Metro
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The Generals and Gen-Y

Even the military must adapt to Gen-Y. Recent blogs describe the attitudes of
today’s students towards the military as highly irreverent. Pictures show them
wearing their uniform hats sideways, carrying accessories and sporting nail
polish. Since the generations in China and the USA are parallel counterparts
in terms of tech-savvy and trust, it is conceivable that the Chinese military
might face a situation like that reported about the US: senior military officers
were appalled to discover a number of junior officers used Facebook (think
QQ or Xing in China) to organise their squadrons. The senior officers could
not understand using a civilian social networking site for military purposes.
They were concerned about military security and keeping control.

Knowledge is a tool

Military organisations in most countries, like SOEs in China, are based on
command-and-control mindsets, in which knowledge is power. But Gen-Y
treats knowledge as a tool rather than a scarce resource and uses it to build
relationships and communicate in decentralised fashion, as was demonstrated
in the unpredicted and yet well organised uprisings in the Middle East in early
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2011, which were organised by what is now called the ‘Facebook generation’
there. These flexible networking skills mirror guerrilla methods and make
Gen-Y the best candidates for anti-terror departments.

Private companies
Who will run
the business?

Private companies include numerous types of ownership other than stateowned; some may be listed and many are family enterprises. Among the
smaller family owned firms, succession is the big issue as the (one) child is
not always able or willing to take over the business. In one family with a $50
million dollar company, the heir did not feel fulfilled by the thought of taking
over an existing company and instead had many of his own ideas. The
parents provided their son the basis for setting up a slightly different business
which gives his entrepreneurialism free range, in the hopes that he will later
want to take over the existing family business as well.
Tencent Holdings Limited is one of Gen-Y’s most admired companies. Founded
in 1998, Tencent is reported as the largest and most profitable Internet
company in China with almost 400 million active users; globally its only third
behind Google and Amazon in market capitalisation. The portal acquired LAbased Riot Games in February 2011, owns 10% of Digital Sky Technology and
is increasingly the company feared by other internet firms, taking on a
position as China’s Microsoft. However its ways of working seem more like
China’s Google.

Staff and target users
are both Gen-Y

The average staff age at Tencent is 26 and the firm is geared to tech-driven
Gen-Ys. Tencent attributes its success to user-oriented operating strategies in
implementing its mission of enhancing ‘the quality of human life through
Internet services.’ Tencent has some of the most popular platforms including
QQ (QQ Instant Messenger), QQ.com, QQ Games, Qzone, 3g.QQ.com, SoSo,
PaiPai and Tenpay.
Tencent’s co-founder and CEO ‘Pony’ Ma Huateng is highly regarded by Gen-Y.
They admire his low-key approach, his entrepreneurship and his techie cool.
They also see him responding to them: after coming under criticism for eating
up competitors by copycatting web applications and for charging for QQ
accounts, Ma announced in November 2010 that Tencent would go open and
started five new open platforms. In addition, Tencent promotes itself through
social responsibility via the Tencent Charity Fund. Despite its hip approaches,
however, Tencent uses traditional political-speak, saying it ‘strives to help
build a harmonious society and to become a good corporate citizen.’

Multinational companies in China
Need to have Gen-Y and
keep your Gen-X too

Multinationals have two problems regarding Gen-Y. The first is the battle to
attract and retain them. The second is keeping Gen-Y’s supervisors, who are
usually Gen-X, engaged in the process. Intel, ABB Automation and other large
high-tech manufacturing companies in China were among the first to
recognise the squeeze of middle management, who have great difficulty
accepting and manageing Gen-Y.
Like many multinationals, these companies have a layer of Gen-X middle
managers who tend to be less assertive than their Gen-Y staff. They are often
the backbone of the operation, experienced, technically well-versed and
reliable. They may rarely voice opinions in meetings, yet manage a group of
young people with good English skills, full of confidence in speaking up and
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interacting with foreigners. The young want to take initiative and share ideas
but lack experience. Their immediate bosses at the middle level feel squeezed,
not respected and unable to deal with their young subordinates.
Even in the service sector, where the middle managers are considered quite
modern, friction persists between generations. For example, a typical 40year-old manager lives easily with the idea that organisations have written
rules that are not always implemented. This manager trusts his superior to
treat him correctly. Gen-Y is drawing a line between personal and professional
contexts and does not bear this trust outside personal relationships. When a
Gen-Y staffer is disgruntled, he often discuss it only among peers. Situations
thus easily escalate with staff focusing on problems without taking them to a
level where they can be solved.
Keep track of Gen-Y
national differences

Multinationals like TNT, Pepsico, Dupont and others have been proactive in
drawing on programs from other parts of the world and in researching the
expectations of Gen-Y in China. This experience is an advantage over Chinese
companies, however multinationals may too easily assume that Gen-Y is the
same globally and so institute programs that are not as tailored and effective
as they could be.

Challenges for companies
In China, Chinese corporations of all types and multinationals are battling for
Gen-Y’s brains and hearts. When you think about investing in a company, ask
its top leaders questions like the checklist below to understand their
positioning in the labour market in the next 10 years.
Many of Gen-Y’s desires can be turned into strong motivators at work if the
organisational culture recognises them as important. Ask companies whether
they invest in organisational and structural steps to attract and engage Gen-Y.

Health check for
organizational adaptation

Checklist for the chairman (1):
 In your organisation, what percentage of management staff is under 35?
How many of your senior managers will retire in the coming five-10 years?
 Do you have a leadership pipeline to replace retiring managers?
 What roles do young managers play in the organisation today. How do

they grow into more responsibility?
 How are you adapting to the ‘80s generation?
 What are you doing to ensure you attract and retain Gen-Y to sustain

growth? Listen for points that fit Figure 13 below.
 How are you encourageing creativity in the company?
 Have you tried putting Gen-Y in any management positions? If yes, how

did they relate to older managers? What were the main gains or problems?
 What strategies do you have to deal with a shrinking workforce in the

coming decade?
 Do you consider demographics in choosing your new operation sites?

(Listen for sites that will themselves attract Gen-Y, more urban or closer to
labour sources, not isolated factories.)
 Do you have any plans to import workers, for example from India or

Vietnam? If yes, how do you plan to integrate them?
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Successfully manageing Gen-Y
Individual managers
make a difference too

The saying, ‘people join companies and leave managers,’ could have been
coined for Gen-Y. They want to hear that the company is well known,
successful, innovative and pays attention to social responsibility but they will
leave a boss who doesn’t adapt his management style.
Gen-Y tells us that their perfect boss is a true expert and always available in a
pinch but does not have a big ego. She is balanced and non-emotional and
has spotless personal behaviour, inside and outside the workplace. The
perfect boss trusts them and knows how to share his skills without a lot of
talking, without showing off, but rather through giving the right dose at the
right time. The boss knows it is not about telling them what to do but waiting
for the right time to drop by their desk and ask ‘how is it going? Have you
asked yourself if there is a different approach? Perhaps you could try...?’
Gen-Y is asking for a manager who coaches, who gives room for creativity
and freedom to make some decisions but has the expertise when needed.

So help Gen-Y’s managers

A number of organisations are realising they must address the Gen-Y issue
through changing older managers. Because their main product is their people,
professional service firms globally are HR pioneers and in China it is
companies like InterChina Consulting and Deloitte that emphasise training of
Gen-X and older managers who supervise Gen-Y.
Above all, what works with Gen-Y is leading by example, constant stimulation,
including the family and development. Leading by example is all about
supervisors being role models and coaches who respond to Gen-Y’s
expectation of constant feedback. Including the family literally means
marketing the company to parents as well as prospective or current
employees, giving them information and making them supporters of the
employer. Development, in the form of training, is a must.

Training / developing / motivating
Train X and Y

Training and development have been high on the list of how to retain and
motivate Chinese employees since Gen-Y were still in school. However, while
this generation still wants training, to attract their attention, the offering must
be different from previous years.
Look for companies putting attention on training Gen-Y in skills and on
helping their older managers adapt. They will keep Gen-Y and get the most
out of the generation’s creativity.

Spot Gen-Y-friendly environments
 Professionalism matters. Gen-Y listens to managers

 Pride matters. Above all, provide role models.

with expertise.
 Wholeness
 Ethics

matter.
Gen-Y
watches
managers’
professional and private lives for signs of personal
integrity. The generation wants to contribute and
wants to work for a company that shows social
responsibility. Set up projects for them to contribute
time and ideas as well as give them opportunities to
make more money.
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matters. Gen-Y respects those with
work/life balance. They want managers who are wellrounded persons. Offer social clubs, warmth, purpose.

 Coolness

matters. They want a company and
managers who have an ‘I am up to date’ image.
Switch to Apple. Use sms and QQ. Communicate
corporate values in new ways.
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Figure 12

Best practices for adapting to Gen-Y

Family is important

Trust is horizontal

Change is good

Tips for addressing it in an organisation:
Family remains extremely important for Gen-Y and provides guidance
for retention. First, does the company cultivate a corporate culture that
makes Gen-Y feel good working there because it is good for the family?
Providing family-friendly benefits, like flexible time or providing advice
on and time off for caring for elderly parents can help retain Gen-Y.

Tips for addressing it in an organisation:
Gen-Y relies on peers as confidantes, coaches
and support. So how do older managers
become part of Gen-Y’s internal workplace
network? How do they gain the trust to be told
when a problem arises? Gen-Y seeks friends
who are nice, smart, easy going, reliable and
have integrity.

Tips for addressing it in an organisation:
Organisations can build on Gen-Y's positive view of change together with its reluctance to accept authority and willingness to
ask questions in order to encourage innovative thinking.

Second, Gen-Y fears a lack of warmth and recognition. This means
supportive coaching and recognition are important management tools
with Gen-Y and these must often be taught to the Gen-X managers
supervising them.
Executives and Gen-Y on successful practices:
Chinese universities had to adapt when both parents turned up to enrol
Gen-Y freshmen and complained about the dorms and cafeteria quality.
Parents of Gen-Y are often involved in career decisions. Some
companies market to parents, ensuring that brochures speak to the
older generation’s wish for security, emphasising their care of
employees and having open-door days for family.
Once in a career, Gen-Y wants flexible benefits to help fill its caretaker
roles. Support family-like structures within the work environment, such
as having a big table in the pantry so work groups can bond over
breaks or lunch.

High expectations, high commitment
Tips for addressing it in an organisation:
Gen-Y tends to focus on short-term goals, a pragmatic habit given
the environment of constant change. Gen-Y wants performance
feedback immediately after completing a task and they want it faceto-face. Managers should focus career development conversations
with Gen-Y on the short-term, looking at the next one to two years.
Make Gen-Y responsible for projects, also internal projects,
whenever possible. They will like the freedom and learn from the
difficulties that managing is not so easy. They will pull in their peers
when they need help, especially on anything technology-driven;
they will bring in new ideas.
Looking at staff turnover rates in China, a 51job.com survey found
Gen-Y workers leave jobs because they lack career development
opportunities or disagree with senior management’s skill or strategy.
Virtually no one gave excessive overtime as a reason for leaving.
Executives and Gen-Y on successful practices:
‘Every year a different senior leader, middle manager and service
staff is assigned to arrange the next company outing. I only have
old-fashioned ideas so I asked the younger ones to think of ideas.
The secretary who is 26 said we should do a scavenger hunt – but
her idea was to do this using GPS devices and very interactively –
needing to ask locals many questions about the city history in order
to understand the clues. I never even heard of this but she says it is
how she discovers any new city – it is like a real-life video game.’
Senior Partner, Professional Services Firm
‘Chinese Gen-Y always compare with their peers, who has a new
promotion, who is earning more… To satisfy their need for quick
career development, we built a system for lateral moves between
departments or divisions; this will also give your staff a broad view
of the business.’
Di Qiao, HR Director of EMC China

This indicates they will be open to superiors
who are casual and consistent and
demonstrate expertise in their areas without
being highly directive.
Executives and Gen-Y on successful
practices:
‘The culture of our company is to let everyone
be themselves.’
Li Xiang, born in 1981, CEO of Pcpop.com.
Company profit increased at an average of
over 200% annually for the past six years and
market value has reached 200 million Rmb
‘This morning I was chatting with a young staff
who graduated from Peking university. I asked
him why he chose Tencent within so much
famous companies and multinationals. He just
said, I want to work in happiness.’
Ms. Liu Chang, PR Director of Tencent. Tencent
was awarded Best Employer of University
Graduates 2009 and is one of the companies
most admired by Gen-Y

Balance is a guiding principle
Tips for addressing it in an organisation:
Gen-Y’s reasons for avoiding multinational
employers are high pressure, too much overtime
and the glass ceiling for Chinese nationals. After
being pressured into high academic performance
for years, many Gen-Y do not make it through
personality testing when applying to top
international companies. Gen-Y has seen that a
single focus is not the answer to happiness.
Build in flexi-time; assign projects according to
outcomes and milestones rather than micromanaged timelines;
Executives and Gen-Y on successful practices:
‘Gen-Y values work-life balance. The message that
we deliver to the Gen-Y staff is that, at different
stages of your life, we will provide you with different
solutions to achieve work-life balance. For example,
flexible working hours, or organising internal clubs
so Gen-Y staffs can easily make friends through
these activities. The best effect usually comes when
life and work are putting together.’
Yu Miao, HR Director of Dow (China), Dow received
several Best Employer of the Year awards

Companies including Dupont China have good experience adapting training and job profiles to Gen-Y’s learning style based on
assessments of its preferred side of the brain (left/right). This speaks to Gen-Y’s appreciation of change and new
developments.
Given Gen-Y’s appreciation of platforms for free expression and high tech use, organisations should look at not only tolerating
social networking (Msn, Twitter, etc) but also using it internally (internal BBS in addition to the company newsletter as a
possibility). Gen-Y responds to a technologically sophisticated but otherwise relaxed workplace.
Executives and Gen-Y on successful practices:
‘We have to learn to work well with Gen-Y; they are the best educated generation in China to date, self confident and with an
aptitude for independent thinking. The generations to follow will only take this one step further and therefore those companies
that take the lead will generate a competitive advantage over their rivals that could be sustained well into the future. That is
why we spend so much management time on coaching one-to-one and we train our management in coaching. They learn to
set clear standards and give swift feedback, to give temporary new responsibilities and measure that against performance
standards. That is when Gen-Y listens.’
James Sinclair,
InterChina Consulting

Purpose is needed
Tips for addressing it in an organisation:
Gen-Y emphasises social responsibility, highly rating
support for scientific and educational work and a focus on
local development. Best results come from co-developing
projects that actually involve Gen-Y and not just their
donations. Recognise staff for contributions to Corporate
Social Responsibility.
Some companies such as PWC increase retention of GenY by encouraging social engagement, for instance
allowing sabbaticals or a certain number of work hours to
be spent in socially responsible activities. This can be
combined with Gen-Ys entrepreneurial bent. Consider
ways for Gen-Y to actually build and or lead social
entrepreneurship projects that in turn feed back into the
business. Examples would be the development of bottom
of the pyramid products, developing distribution networks
into remote areas or educating and mentoring potential
future employees from underprivileged backgrounds and
geographies.
Gen-Y watches superiors carefully for signs of integrity or
lack thereof. Consistency is important: do what you say,
act according to the mission statement. If Gen-Y sees
inconsistency, trust and respect disappear.

Executives and Gen-Y on successful practices:
‘Engaging our people in our numerous meaningful
community outreach activities has been a critical and
effective platform to inspire passion and motivate loyalty
amongst our people to build TNT into the company in China
to work for.’
Iman Stratenus, Managing Director, TNT China International
Express. TNT was awarded Best Employer of the Year 2009.
The company’s HR programs emphasise: Cash, creativity
and community for engaging Gen-Y

Hierarchy is in question
Tips for addressing it in an organisation:
This is the hardest challenge for organisations,
as Gen-Y’s superiors expect to be respected and
followed or they feel slighted. But now they
must demonstrate why they have earned the
position of authority. Gen-Y staffers also want to
know why they are doing something – explain
the structure and purpose of the job and how
they are contributing to a larger goal.
Use the right words. Don’t talk about cutting
cost, talk about rising response time, making
the best use of technology and so on.
Gen-Y energy can be harnessed by giving
workers creative challenges within clear
structures. For example, a young team of
engineers could be separated out as a special
projects team and given a clear goal but with
the knowledge that after a set time they will
return to the larger group (R&D).

Executives and Gen-Y on successful
practices:
‘A free and relaxing environment needs to be
implemented from the senior level to the junior
level. For example, our managers will invite new
staff for lunch when time allows, or play Ping
Pong with them. If young staff are given more
time with seniors, their new ideas can be
implemented more smoothly, thus they gain
more sense of achievement.’
Di Qiao, HR Director of EMC China EMC
was awarded Best Employer of University
Graduates 2009

Source: CLSA Asia-Pacific Markets
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Health Check Part II

Checklist for the chairman (2):
 How do you integrate new graduate hires into the company? Do your
induction programs make them more effective quickly? (Listen for
programs to use Gen-Y’s skills while showing staffers to apply these in the
workplace. For service firms, compare to the Indian business process
outsourcing (BPO) system of three-month practical training for graduates.)
 What kind of training courses do you offer young employees? (Listen for

logical
thinking
skills,
interpersonal
communication skills, teamwork)

skills,

performance

skills,

 Do you offer mentoring or coaching programs? Listen for group coaching

sessions, mentors across functional or unit areas.
 What kinds of training methods are you using for this? (Listen for high

stimulation and inspiration, wide variety, technology based solutions, online interactive courses, games-based and story-based approaches,
interactive, brain mapping for learning styles)
 What kind of training do you provide managers? (Look for soft skills

training, mentoring and coaching programs)
 Do you use action-learning programs that have young people try to solve

real business challenges?
 Do you create small businesses within your company so younger managers

can use their entrepreneurial enthusiasm and even compete with each
other to be the best as they gain leadership skills?
 Do you encourage employees to recruit their friends?

Look for companies paying attention to Gen-Y as internal and external
consumers – in developing new products and especially in marketing through
new technology and high touch.

Health Check III

Checklist for the chairman (3):
 How do you market the company internally? Listen for sexy packageing,
for use of technology such as blogs, social networking sites and twitter
instead of the old email newsletter. Listen for content for the parents and
families as well as for peers.
 Do company leaders use these new technology channels to communicate

with employees?
 How do you market internal training programs? Listen for stories that

create pull, such as invitations to adventure games
 Do you have company guidelines for what employees may write on their

personal blogs? Disclaimers? Confidentiality rules?
 Has Gen-Y influenced company processes? How? Listen for tech-based

systems, for flexi-time. Some Gen-Y focused companies have redesigned
staff management systems to look and feel like an on-line game.
 What new products have you developed that are aimed at the young

generation? Listen for aesthetics, creativity, technology-related, timesaving, cool, experience and adventure or products Gen-Y children will buy
for their parents.
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 What marketing methods do you use to target Gen-Y? Listen for new tech

that creates pull – blogs and games, rather than push methods such as
websites and broadcast ads. Listen for emphasis on quality and
distinguishing features.

Outlook
Gen-Y in China shares traits with its peers globally, but given its small size
and importance to economic growth, its impact on Chinese society will be
greater. More connected, more ambitious and, in their socio-cultural context,
more questioning of authority than Gen-Y in other countries, this generation
is forcing Chinese organisations to change or their growth will be severely
slowed.
Overall, one must take into account the likelihood that Gen-Y in China will
increasingly demand empowerment, more transparency and thereby more
meritocracy. Whether this will remain as they move into leadership positions
remains to be seen but it will remain true for a decade at least.
As Gen-Y moves into a crucial role as the demographic backbone of society,
taking on positions of responsibility and representing an important consumer
group, companies must adapt to Gen-Y demands. This report will help equip
investors to make their own assessments of which Chinese companies are
prepared to manage successfully the rise of Gen-Y.
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